A man who works with his hands is a laborer;
a man who works with his hands and his brain is a craftsman;
but a man who works with his hands and his brain and his heart is an artist.
Quote from San Francesco D’Assisi

“Chi lavora con le mani è un operaio,
chi lavora con le mani e la testa è un artigiano,
chi lavora con le mani, la testa e il cuore è un artista.”
Cit. San Francesco D’Assisi

Glass, wood and metal are the living elements of a
kaleidoscope that creates unique places, like the people
who live there. Each place is an inspiration and a single
protagonist.
UNICA specialises in unique artistic productions, just
like those who chose them.
Uniqueness is an important component in nature. Every
single plant or animal, while similar to the others, has
distinctive characteristics that make it special.

No two zebras have
the same pattern of stripes,
no two snowflakes are identical,
there are no twin leaves.
Just like nature, UNICA celebrates the original essence
of each of us, choosing to create avant-garde artistic
tables and furnishings never seen before.
Glass and precious metals can create special
atmospheres in any environment, just as design inspired
by Nature can give areas the magic of a boundless space,
between indoors and outdoors, the past and the future,
the original and the imagined.
All these materials must be worked together with skilful
mastery to become unique pieces, like all products
created by the UNICA team.
Maximum customisation as a value, attention to detail as
the primary objective.
These are the two principles that characterize the activity
of UNICA, a reality devoted to the art of furnishing,
through artistic objects able to give magic to the
exclusive environments that welcome them.

The furnishing elements made by UNICA are 100%
MADE IN ITALY and blend artisan art experiences with
the skills of internationally renowned designers.
Just like the natural elements from which it draws
inspiration, UNICA never offers copies. In fact, in every
corner of the earth, from New York to Paris, from
Venice to San Petersburg, from Beijing to Tokyo, there
are only unique pieces, products that speak for high
craftsmanship and Italian design throughout the world.

PAPAVERI

TM

“FIORITURE” COLLECTION

Together. But alone.
Single stories of a moment,
of a life, that quiver in the wind.
They stand up, dressed in a veil
iridescent and precious.
An unexpected gift,
a drape that contains a secret.

Table with smoked extra-clear laminated shaped glass top, thickness 6 + 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), digital printing, gold coloured leaf
inserts. Metal base composed of a polished gold finishing stainless steel plate and tubolar stainless steel stems coated with galvanic treatment in two different shades of gold.

6
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ROSA ROSAE ROSAE

TM

“FIORITURE” COLLECTION

Who does not dare grabbing the thorns
he should never desire the rose.

Table with semi-transparent milky extra-clear laminated shaped glass top, thickness 6 + 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), digital printing,
gold coloured leaf inserts. Metal base composed of a polished gold finishing stainless steel plate and tubolar stainless steel stems coated with rose gold galvanic treatment.
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SOGNO D’ORIENTE

TM

“LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE” COLLECTION

With eyes closed.
Dancing stars, nights inspired
by the warm eastern wind.
Quick strokes, a
story of a thousand words.
A magical whisper, whirling in the sky.

Table with smoked extra-clear laminated oval glass top, thickness 6 + 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars
“Trilli Effect” (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts. Laser-cut and shaped steel base with gold coloured leaf finishing.
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TAPPETO VOLANTE

TM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

A succession of dunes,
hot wind on your face.
An embrace,
a flight towards infinity.
Soft, precious fabric
bent by the currents.
Ever higher, past the horizon.

Table with smoked extra-clear laminated shaped glass top, thickness 6 + 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars,
“Trilli Effect” (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts. Laser-cut and shaped steel base with gold coloured leaf finishing.
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LAYLA

TM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

To return, to see once again
that familiar shape
beyond the dunes,
while the night advances.
It awaits me. It means home.
Another undertaking,
a well-earned rest.

Bookcase with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, gold coloured leaf inserts, “Trilli Effect“ (golden powder),
golden bronze and black painting. Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy black lacquering outside.
Adjustable interior lighting. Remote control with android/ios application to listen to music, adjust the light, open and close motorized doors directly from the mobile phone (upon request).
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SULTANA

TM

“HAREM” COLLECTION

A nod. Quick steps,
a thousand souls awaiting one word.
A regal gesture, a thin hand
bejewelled with iridescent gems.
A proud gaze, a firm step
while the silk dances in the wind.
A reigning bride, an empire
between the sea and the desert.

Bookcase with extra-clear tempered glass doors, thickness 6 mm., decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect“ (golden powder) and black painting.
Tapered wooden structure with 5 extra-clear tempered glass shelves. Gold coloured leaf finishing inside and glossy black lacquering outside. Adjustable interior lighting.
Remote control with android/ios application to listen to music, adjust the light, open and close motorized doors directly from the mobile phone (upon request).
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VIAGGIO II

TM

“LE MILLE E UNA NOTTE” COLLECTION

In full sail, fearless, with an eternity
of spaces and times to cross.
A mystery beyond each wave,
every gust of wind an incitement.
And another horizon to chase after,
without ever arriving.

Table with extra-clear tempered decorated glass top, thickness 10 mm., with sandblasting for handmade stars,
“Trilli Effect” (golden powder) and white painting. Glossy white painted stainless steel structure.
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LUNA ROSSA

TM

“ORBITA” COLLECTION

For millennia, man has looked up
to the sky and probed its depth.
He discovers new worlds, traces routes
between the stars, and outlines the planets.

Table with smoked extra-clear laminated shaped and bevelled glass top, 20 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, "Trilli Effect” (golden powder),
gold variegated coloured leaf inserts, shades digital printed. Metal base, 3 mm. thickness,with matt black painting outside and gold coloured leaf finishing inside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
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ALLINEAMENTI

TM

“ORBITA” COLLECTION

Here today, tomorrow elsewhere.
Always in motion. A voyage
that returns once more to the beginning.
Dancing together,
in perfect asynchronicity. Around the core,
so many identities caressed by the golden rays.
Surrounded by darkness.

Table with smoked extra-clear laminated shaped and bevelled glass top, 20 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, "Trilli Effect" (golden powder),
gold variegated coloured leaf inserts, shades digital printed. Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, with matt black painting outside and gold coloured leaf finishing inside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
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SAROS

TM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

It is during the eclipse that the
sun and the moon stay together.
We will never know the words
who whispered each other,
but even if their connection
will last for a few moments,
it will be enough,
because their love continues to grow.

Table with smoked extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 10 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts.
Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, with matt golden painting (and matt black painting for Umbra e Penumbra) outside, gold coloured and black variegated leaf finishing inside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
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AZIMUTH

TM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

Light. Then shadow.
One step, then another, and it changes a new.
A crown of golden rays before the farewell.
To meet and then to part ways.
A slow embrace before everything returns to the beginning.
A tap, a light touch
and the wait begins again.

Table with smoked extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 10 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts.
Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, with matt golden painting outside (and matt black painting for Umbra), gold coloured and black variegated leaf finishing inside.
Adjustable interior lighting.
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APOGEO

TM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

SUMMA

In an undefined area of the sky,
the sun and moon seem to dance impetuously,
attracting each other inexorably
toward an inevitable darkness.

Table with smoked extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 10 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder),
gold coloured leaf inserts. Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, decorated with laser cuts and covered with gold coloured leaf finishing.
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PROMINANCE

TM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

I love what I don't have and you are so far away.
My boredom fights with the slow twilights. But the night
comes and begins singing to me.
The Moon turns its dreaming film. The biggest stars look at
me with your eyes and because I love you, the pines in the
wind want to sing your name with their leaves.

Table with smoked extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 10 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), gold coloured leaf inserts.
Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, decorated with laser cuts and covered with gold coloured leaf (and matt black painting for Umbra) finishing.
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APOGEO

TM

“ECLISSE” COLLECTION

UMBRA

The final mystery in oneself.
When one has weighed the sun in the balance,
and measured the steps of the moon,
and mapped out the seven heavens star be star,
there still remains oneself.
Who can calculate the orbit of his own soul?

Table with smoked extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 10 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting for handmade stars, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder),
gold coloured leaf inserts. Metal base, 3 mm. thickness, decorated with laser cuts and covered with gold coloured leaf and matt black painting finishing.
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TIARA

TM

“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

A night in the palace.
Music, footsteps, the whirling
of iridescent clothing. And smiles,
lights, enchanting moments.
Then the announcement, the waiting, the
solemn moment. The room bows
to the future that enters.

Headboard composed by five extra-clear, shaped, melted glass sheets, thickness 10 mm. each, with sandblasting, gold coloured leaf inserts, “Trilli Effect” (golden powder), light blue
shades digital printed. Laser-cut “U” shaped stainless steel frame covered with gold colored leaf. Lower plates with clamp spacer molded for mounting modules.
Upper plates welded to the frame with application of Rocca’s crystals on the top.
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PETALI

TM

“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

Regular, imperfect,
jagged, symmetrical.
A thousand souls in a circle.
An ancient, magical dance a long-awaited hope.
On a bed of waves, a shine of lights, rests.

Headboard composed by seven extra-clear, shaped, melted glass sheets, thickness 10 mm. each, with sandblasting, gold coloured leaf inserts,
“Trilli Effect” (golden powder), green/blue shades digital printed. Laser cut “U” shaped stainless steel frame covered with gold coloured leaf.
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FREMITO

TM

“MORPHEUS” COLLECTION

Moments in motion.
Infinite light moments that
change, sway, fly.
A bright wake in the night, iridescent
transparencies crossing a dark sea.
They are dreams come true,
unspoken wishes, a second of freedom.
Then, calm.

Headboard composed by seven extra-clear, shaped, melted glass sheets, thickness 10 mm. each, with “Trilli Effect” (golden powder),
light blue shades digital printed. Laser cut “U” shaped stainless steel frame covered with gold coloured leaf.
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TRAMONTO LUNARE

TM

A few seconds of magic,
moments to marvel at the
horizon.
An infinite cycle, a dance of
faraway colours.
And reflections, waves, whispers.
Then it is another day.

Single face glass wall 2.20 x 2.00 m., composed of 3 extra clear tempered decorated glass sheets, thickness 10 mm. each, with sandblasting, gold coloured leaf,
digital printing, black painting, Swarovski® and natural stones application, silver painting and sandblasting for handmade stars.
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VENTO DEL DESERTO

TM

Spots of warm color
float through the gentle dunes.
Life sleeps, time is still.
Let yourself be guided by the wind.

Table with extra-clear tempered shaped glass top, 12 mm. thickness, decorated with sandblasting and copper leaf inserts.
Metal base, 3 mm. thickness coated with white painting inside and oxidated copper outside.
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AFRICA NERA

TM

Plaited threads of light.
Skilful hands compose a melody of signs in which
a glance is lost, wrapped in obscurity.
But it returns to life in the magic of a primordial land,
an ancestral call towards the place where it all began.

Single face extra-clear tempered glass wall 7 x 3 m., composed by 7 sheets 1 x 3 m.,
decorated with digital printing, sandblasting and white, black and magenta painting.
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LUCCIOLE

TM

Summer nights, how beautiful you are,
with a bunch of diamonds on a velvet sky,
wheat perfume and brand new loves in the air.

Single face extra-clear tempered glass wall 12 x 3,5 m., extra-clear, tempered, composed by 12 sheets 1 x 3,5 m.,
thickness 10 mm. decorated with digital printing, sandblasting, gold leaf application, and blue painting.
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BOCCIOLI

TM

Transparencies, deconstructed spaces,
rays of light in a crazy working place:
all is a gift for our new life!

Coffee tables with extra-clear tempered shaped decorated glass top, thickness 12 mm., decorated with sandblasting, gold coloured leaf.
Wooden base with black matt painting outside and gold coloured leaf finishing inside.
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